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Text which featured in the DRAW pamphlet to accompany the exhibition, this text also included images:

The text below is a conversation between Andrzey Klimoski and David Rayson


Dear David,

Your pictures in The Everyday Fantastic exhibition, at the Marlborough Gallery last year, had so much explosive energy in them, that they electrified my senses and made me think that you are an artist who can retain the vitality of an initial inspiration within a finished painting. This is hard to achieve beyond the initial scribble or sketch.

How do you manage to translate your epiphany of the everyday fantastic, that originates from the mundanities of suburban life, into such vibrant compositions? Is it because your paintings have their roots in drawing? Do you make preliminary drawings for your pictures? The images give me the impression that they are made in a fury of spontaneous activity. I myself find it hard to translate my initial visual notations into finished paintings or prints, retaining some measure of spontaneity. Self-consciousness hinders any progress. I witness a similar struggle in my students' work. So many of them are unable to successfully progress from their sketchbooks to finished work. Your finished works, on the other hand, looks fresh.

Yours, Andrzej



Hello Andrezj

Each work is the result of a treacherous journey, and most of my drawings and paintings do not make it through. It’s exciting and frustrating, sometimes I’m rewarded with an outcome, but more often I’m denied because out of the not knowing, and the unplanned everything falls apart. In this way each work is an event, and the surface of the paper or the panel the arena for playing ideas out. 

The hundred works for the everyday fantastic took four years, producing in reality hundreds of drawings that ended up being cut up and recycled or simply binned. The biggest hurdle to overcome during this time was to learn to keep going and not get too upset after weeks of working away producing nonsensical rubbish, or producing work that I felt no association with because it simply gave itself up too easily.

Looking at your work in the Horace Dorlan novel, I enjoy the many view-points you employ with each successive frame. As audience to the unfolding narrative we are invited to zoom-in, pan-back, witness events unseen from across the street and then appear to be in the very room alongside the characters. This generates a filmic dynamic and so these images become time-based and animated with each turn of the page, and in turn the people and places become real. The fictions you weave together become a reality, which for all my fantastical daydreaming I strive to achieve. As unbelievable and nonsensical my everyday fantastic has become, I really do want this parallel world to be real, somewhere to escape to.

Making the everyday suburban existence fantastic didn’t feel that much of a task as the whole set-up is so ridiculous to begin with. I mean when you stop to think about it: cars of different colours parked bumper to bumper, frozen food freezing in the freezer, daytime TV, wet clothes spinning round in the washing machine, crazy paving in the garden, next door’s tree invading our bit of sky and the sun making incredible patterns across the magnolia woodchip.

If I close the curtains the lawn will stop reminding me that it needs mowing and the rubbish out front waiting for the bin men will disappear.

Tomorrow if I go out most of these things will still be there, there will be some changes, cars parked in slightly different places, a lot of the litter will have been cleared up and replaced with new litter, and the curtains down the street will have moved. People who work will have left their houses empty, in others lights will be on.

Whether I’m inside or out, everything seems to be continually unravelling, and becoming more unreal. I’m drawing and painting out these things in an attempt to make sense of everything and to celebrate my very own everyday fantastic.

Regards

David









